Non-supercell tornadogenesis has been investigated in a three part numerical study. Building on the results of Parts I and II, Part III addresses the sensitivity of non-supercell tornadogenesis to variations in convective available potential energy (CAPE), outflow boundary vortex sheet strength and boundary layer vertical shear. A three-dimensional, non-hydrostatic, quasi-compressible convective cloud model has been employed to examine non-supercell tornado (NST) development in an environment typical of the Colorado High Plains.
Introduction
Most attention in tornado research has been placed on understanding supercell tornadogenesis due to the severity of this type of tornado; however, in the past decade, non-supercell tornadoes (NSTs) have attracted increasing attention as they affect geographical areas of expanding population such as the High Plains just east of the Front Range and the Florida peninsula. For instance, near and just east of the Denver to Ft. Collins corridor, NSTs account for a large majority of the tornadoes (Ed Szoke, personal communication). Although we know substantially more about NSTs than a decade ago, there is much to be learned. Studying NST-genesis (NSTG) is inherently difficult observationally, due to the small time and space scales of this phenomenon, yet these same intrinsic scales do not preclude NSTs from occasionally inflicting significant damage. As a case in point, the 15 June 1988 Denver NST outbreak caused estimated losses of $5-10 million (Roberts and Wilson 1995, hereafter RW95) with up to F3 damage (Fujita 1981) . Skill in forecasting NST events will depend on an understanding of NSTG and the sensitivities inherent in this process. High-resolution threedimensional simulations are employed in this study to address this issue.
In Part I of this three part series of articles on NSTG, dry simulations were used to examine misocyclone initiation and evolution along outflow boundaries possessing significant across-front horizontal shear (Lee and Wilhelmson 1997, hereafter LW97a) . In Part II, a 6 stage refined model of NSTG and decay was presented based on the analysis of moist simulations (Lee and Wilhelmson, 1997b, hereafter LW97b) .
In this paper, the sensitivity of NSTG is assessed in three parameter experiments in which the convective available potential energy (CAPE), the vertical vortex sheet strength (across-boundary horizontal shear), and the ambient boundary layer vertical shear is varied. The primary objective is to gain an understanding of the sensitivity of storm and potentially tornadic circulations to variations in these three parameters. A better understanding of local conditions supporting NSTG must be ascertained in sensitivity studies such as those reported on here and in further observational case studies as a prerequisite to higher confidence NST forecasting. We wish to identify, where feasible, some broad thresholds within these parameter regimes that may be used as guidelines in assessing tornadogenesis potential. An additional goal includes the identification of optimal conditions for strong NSTs. A final objective involves the creation of additional operational forecasting considerations based on the assemblage of results from all three NSTG articles in this series. While this set of numerical experiments is by no means exhaustive in its coverage of the full parameter space of this problem, much may still be learned.
The dry parameter experiments of LW97a suggested a large potential sensitivity of NSTG to the vertical vortex sheet strength and the ambient boundary layer vertical shear. One would also expect the CAPE to have a large influence on NSTG as noted in the observational schematics of NSTG given by Wakimoto and Wilson (1989, hereafter WW89) and Brady and Szoke (1989, hereafter BS89) , and in the refined NSTG model presented in LW97b. Simulated misocyclones developing in a no CAPE environment were shown by LW97b to be far less intense and to possess marked structural differences when compared to a baseline simulation having modest CAPE (1060 J kg -1 ). The reader is referred to LW97a and LW97b for a review of observational, theoretical and modeling studies relevant to NSTs and NSTG. For clarity, "non-supercell tornado" as given by WW89 or "non-mesocyclone tornado" as given by BS89 have been used to describe tornadoes associated with storms not displaying the prominent pre-tornadic mid-level rotation found in supercell storms. As a brief summary, studies of NSTs just east of the Front Range in Colorado by Wilson (1986) , WW89, BS89 and RW95 built the observational foundation for the NSTG model. Recent numerical studies by LW97a and LW97b generally confirmed the foundational hypotheses proposed in the observational studies while adding significant detail and refinements to this evolving model of NST evolution. The refined model presented in LW97b, building on the observational model with analysis from NSTG simulations, includes the following conditions: 1) development of a vertical vortex sheet (via horizontal shear) along a lower tropospheric convergence boundary, 2) vortex sheet roll-up as horizontal shearing instability is triggered along the vortex sheet creating a series of misocyclone circulations (Fujita 1981) , 3) misocyclone interaction and merger (see also LW97a) which leads to larger circulations and creates an asymmetric distribution of moist convective forcing, possibly influencing the vertical alignment of deep convection and the misocyclone, 4) vortex intensification from stretching due to the combination of sub-cloud convergence (from rapidly intensifying superposed moist convection) and surface-frictioninduced inflow, and concurrent vortex deepening from the upward advection of low-level vertical vorticity, 5) abrupt intensification of the NST as "new outflow" from the overlying moist convection wraps around the vortex increasing vortex stretching, 6) and NST dissipation as negatively buoyant downdraft air ultimately surrounds and become entrained into the low-level vortex leaving the vortex in descending and divergent motion.
In this paper, tornadogenesis is examined along a weak outflow boundary as in LW97b. The thermodynamic and environmental wind fields are varied in a selective range around those used in the baseline simulation. The specific experiment designs for these parameter simulations are presented in section 2, followed in sections 3, 4 and 5 by results of the CAPE, vertical vortex sheet strength and boundary layer vertical shear experiments, respectively. Section 6 summarizes the broad findings of these parameter investigations and discusses operational NSTG forecasting implications garnered from this multi-part NST investigation. In this study, a vortex is arbitrarily defined as tornadic when its ground relative winds exceed 30 m s -1 (i.e., high F0 velocity criteria; see Fujita 1981) consistent with LW97b.
Experimental Design

a. The model and initialization
As in LW97b, the MSTFLOW three-dimensional, nonhydrostatic, quasi-compressible, finite difference convective cloud model is employed in these simulations. The interested reader is referred to LW97b for a detailed description of the MSTFLOW model and the method used to initialize these NSTG simulations. As a brief overview, the domain is configured consistent with the baseline simulation of LW97b (designated BASE) with a 384 x 192 x 50 point grid with 60 m horizontal grid spacing and a stretched vertical grid with spacing ranging from 40 m at the surface to 700 m near the top of the domain. This grid configuration yields a model physical domain size of 23 km x 11.5 km x 14 km as shown in Fig. 1 . The lateral boundaries are open in the west-east direction and cyclic in the north-south direction. The domain is allowed to move at the speed of the density current initially and then tuned to the propagation of the vortex/storm system. The initial conditions are designed to represent a northeast Colorado NST scenario involving a weak outflow boundary. This weak outflow boundary is created in the model via a quasi "dam break" initialization whereby a cold reservoir is allowed to collapse, creating an outflow-like density current in the model domain (Fig. 1) . The maximum temperature deficit in this reservoir is -2.5 K, a value typical of weak summer outflow boundaries in Colorado (Mahoney 1988) . To introduce subtle three-dimensionality to the cold pool initial conditions, very small random thermal perturbations were placed into the easternmost kilometer of the cold reservoir. These perturbations were assigned to 2 grid point groupings (120 m) in the north-south direction, and had a height and west-east length of 1 km. In total, 96 thermal perturbations whose magnitude randomly ranged between -0.2 and 0.0 K were laid out along the cold pool leading edge. Heterogeneous initial conditions in the model wind field shown in Fig. 1 are utilized such that, as the outflow propagates forward, a region of significant horizontal shear (a vertical vortex sheet) is created at the leading edge. The model domain wind field contains a vertical shear profile of the eastwest horizontal wind that influences both the evolving convection and the structure of the outflow leading edge. The model initialization in the parameter experiments is identical to that used in the BASE simulation of LW97b, except where specifically noted in the following subsections.
b. CAPE experiments
One would expect a priori a strong relationship between CAPE and NST intensity. Recent observational studies of NSTs or NST-like phenomenon have suggested a link between environmental CAPE and tornadogenesis. RW95, in their comprehensive observational dual-Doppler study of the 15 June 1988 Denver multiple NST event, suggested that higher than normal CAPE (1154 J kg -1 ) for typical Front Range NST occurrence may have been a contributing factor in the unusually intense NSTs experienced on this day. The inference may be made from Wakimoto and Atkins' (1996) study of the evolution of the 29 May 1994 Newcastle, Texas tornado (F3) that large CAPE environments are conditionally conducive to the genesis of strong tornadoes. Although associated with a supercellular storm, the Newcastle tornado was not directly associated with the storm's mesocyclone and may have developed in a manner similar to that documented for NSTs (WW89, BS89, RW95, LW97b). By running simulations that broadly span the typical CAPE range for significant deep convection in a northeast Colorado setting, both qualitative and quantitative information can be garnered on the CAPE -NST relationship.
To investigate the intensity response of outflow leading edge vortices to variations in CAPE, 4 simulations in addition to those reported in LW97b were conducted. The BASE simulation and the results of an experiment made for LW97b that had no CAPE, designated here as CAPE0, are also included in the analysis. Through these 6 simulations, an effective CAPE range from 0 to 1700 J kg -1 is investigated, which broadly covers the typical range experienced just east of the Front Range in northeast Colorado during the deep convective season. Run identifiers for the CAPE simulations (see Table 1 ) are designed such that the ending one or two digit number represents the environmental CAPE in hundreds of J kg -1 . The CAPE is changed for each simulation by adjusting the boundary layer water vapor mixing ratio values only. Dry parameter tests in LW97a revealed a marked sensitivity in misocyclone evolution and intensity to variations in outflow boundary vortex sheet strength. To test the NSTG response to vortex sheet strength, 5 simulations were conducted. As in LW97b, a vertical vortex sheet forms at the leading edge of the outflow boundary as the outflow propagates into a region of southerly winds (Fig.  1) . Since the winds within the outflow are predominantly westerly, the vortex sheet strength is a function of the intensity of the low-level southerlies in the initial conditions as well as the convergence and mixing at the outflow leading edge. Shown in Table 2 are the simulations considered in this series that includes BASE. The run designators are created such that VSS refers to a vortex sheet strength simulation and the ending one or two digit number represents the near-surface southerly wind speed in the initial conditions. The initial domain vertical vorticity listed in Table 2 is the value of horizontal shear (vertical vorticity) present at the western periphery of the region of southerlies in the boundary layer before cold reservoir collapse and subsequent interaction with the outflow leading edge. Implied in the model of NSTG (BS89, WW89, LW97b) is the assumption of vertical erectness of the storm and vortex (i.e., storm positioned over the misocyclone). In this parameter test, the sensitivity of the vortex intensity as well as the structural coherency of the leading edge pattern of misocyclones in environments of varying boundary layer vertical shear is analyzed. Misocyclone strength was shown to markedly increase when the interaction of the ambient vertical shear and the outflow boundary produced erect leading edge and updraft structure in the dry simulations of LW97a. The BASE simulation approximates this optimal state, whereby the interaction of the positive ambient vertical shear (of similar depth to the outflow) with the outflow boundary leads to a deep outflow head, a steeply sloped outflow leading edge, and vertically erect updraft structure Xu and Moncrieff 1994; Chen 1995; Liu and Moncrieff 1996) . Studies of deep convection initiation by Rotunno et al. (1988) , Lee et al. (1991) and Wilson et al. (1992) have shown marked sensitivity to this erect updraft structure along boundary layer convergence lines. Run identifiers for this parameter test (see Table 3 ) are designed such that ZSHR represents a vertical shear simulation and the ending two or three digit number represents the percent of optimal positive boundary layer vertical shear (employed in BASE). Six boundary layer wind profiles in addition to BASE are examined where the boundary layer shear for the east-west wind component is varied from 0 to 200 percent of optimal. The vertical shear magnitude below 600 m and above 2200 m is unchanged from BASE. Due to the sensitivity of the outflow leading edge to changes in vertical shear near and below the outflow nose (Lee and Wilhelmson 1997a) and given the objective of evaluating the system response to deeper shear within the boundary layer, vertical shear variability was restricted to elevations above 600 m. The strength of developing storms above the outflow leading edge had a large influence on the vortices evolving along the outflow boundary in terms of vortex structure and intensity. To gain a comparative perspective of the evolving pattern of vortices in the CAPE trials, the surface vertical vorticity for a domain section containing the leading edge circulations for each simulation is shown in Fig. 2 at 1860 s. The time of 1860 s was chosen for the construction of Fig. 2 because, at this time, none of the vortices in any of the CAPE simulations are being intensified by new outflow from the overhead and adjacent moist convection. The interaction between new outflow and the tornadic vortices was shown in LW97b to result in low-level vortex intensification. The intensity and structural differences among CAPE runs at 1860 s may be primarily attributed to differences in storm updraft strength and resultant subcloud-layer convergence. Note that a detailed analysis of the vortex dynamics involved in NSTG along outflow boundaries can be found in LW97a and LW97b.
The relationship between CAPE and vortex structural coherency for the primary (larger) circulations is clear in Fig. 2 . As CAPE in increased, the leading edge circulations collapse in scale and become, on average, much more circular. For instance, if one looks at the region of contoured vertical vorticity centered at y = 4500 m, and visually scans Fig. 2 from left to right, a marked transition of the vortex structure can be seen that ranges from an open semi-circular vortex ring pattern in CAPE0 and CAPE5 to a narrow circular region with a vorticity maximum located just off-center in CAPE17. A similar collapse in scale can been seen for the circulations at y = 1300 and 8300 m. The average diameter of the primary vortices in CAPE17, designated as the across-circulation diameter of the annulus of peak wind speed, is approximately one half the diameter observed for CAPE0 and CAPE5. This change in width is consistent with a lowering of the swirl ratio due to the increased subcloud convergence in the higher CAPE runs. Although the primary mature vortices in these CAPE simulations displayed high swirl ratio, two-celled vertical circulation structure similar to the schematic model of Davies-Jones (1986) , the low CAPE trials had broadened axial downdrafts that penetrated to near the surface. This configuration created a large centralized area of divergence and negative vortex stretching that is largely responsible for the vortex ring pattern observed in the low CAPE trials.
The increase in vortex intensity with increasing CAPE is also evident in Fig. 2 . For the primary circulations, peak vorticity values at 1860 s are approximately 0.4 s -1 , over 2 times larger than the average peak vorticity values in CAPE0.
b. Time series analysis of vortex intensity
Vortex intensity also can be addressed by looking at time series plots of pressure deficit and maximum surface across-vortex differential velocity. Consistent with the procedure used in LW97b, time series of the peak surface pressure deficit with respect to the surrounding environment and maximum surface across-vortex differential velocity for the circulation labeled B in Fig. 2 (and counterpart circulations for the other CAPE simulations) were constructed and are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. To simplify the presentation of these time series and, due to the similarity of the CAPE0 and CAPE5 simulations, the CAPE0 pressure deficit and differential velocity traces were not plotted. The pressure deficit and differential velocity time series for all the CAPE trials are very similar up to approximately 1400 s. This early consistency in vortex intensity should be expected given that the time of 1400 s corresponds roughly to the period of rapid storm growth. Any significant CAPE influence on the misocyclones should be realized after this time and, in fact, CAPE did play a very important role in determining misocyclone and NST strength. In the case of maximum pressure deficit, the response to increased CAPE is generally monotonic. An interesting stratification of intensity is present in both time series. The two most conspicuous differences in these time series include the large intensity variance between CAPE8 and BASE and another major differential between BASE and both CAPE14 and CAPE17. The time series suggest jumps in vortex intensity are associated with threshold CAPE values. In the latter case, the CAPE14 and CAPE17 simulations have markedly larger pressure deficits (~10.5 mb) and associated higher differential velocities (~64 m s -1 ) than BASE, and represent the simulations producing the strongest NSTs of any of the trials reported on in this paper. It is interesting to note that the extra 300 J kg -1 of CAPE afforded the CAPE17 simulation elicited no significant vortex intensification response over CAPE14. In fact, for these CAPE trials the CAPE14 simulation had the highest ground-relative surface velocity (47.3 m s -1 ). The general result that higher CAPE atmospheres, as shown by the CAPE14 and CAPE17 cases, produce stronger NSTs supports suggestions of RW95 that NST strength may be tied to CAPE.
One important caveat to consider as the higher CAPE simulation vortices reach NST maturity is the grid resolution constraints. As the vortices narrow, the NST intensity is limited by the model horizontal resolution with the 60 m grid. For instance, at 1980 s vortex B of the CAPE17 simulation has a diameter that has narrowed to just 360 m. At such a narrow diameter, the tight model field gradients induce high values of model mixing that act to relax the gradients and consequently constrain the real minimum diameter and model field variable maxima/minima of these NSTs. Given this resolution constraint, the values of peak pressure deficit and maximum differential velocity should be considered as conservative near the time period of NST peak intensity shown in Figs. 3 and 4 .
On the other end of the CAPE range, the CAPE0 and CAPE5 trials displayed weak intensity throughout the evolution of vortex B. Peak pressure deficits for CAPE5 during the period corresponding to maximum vortex intensity in the higher CAPE simulations are generally less than about 2.5 mb, while maximum differential velocities reach only 36 m s -1 . The CAPE0 values for pressure deficit and differential velocity are generally less than CAPE5. The outflow leading edge vortices that form in the lower CAPE runs are representative of non-tornadic misocyclone circulations.
The intensity of vortex B in the CAPE8 simulation shows the anticipated early similarity to the CAPE5 intensity traces; however, the CAPE8 vortex B intensity is generally greater after 1400 s. Consistent with the improved vortex structural coherency for CAPE8 seen in Fig. 2 , the increased vigor of the moist convection associated with an additional 300 J kg -1 of CAPE, with its associated greater sub-cloud convergence, has clearly had a modest positive impact on the vortex B intensity. A large jump in vortex intensity, shown in Figs. 3 and 4 from 1800 and 2340 s, exists between CAPE8 and BASE. As previously mentioned, this difference in vortex strength is suggestive of a CAPE threshold that has been reached or exceeded in the BASE simulation. The CAPE8 time series shows a short-lived period of vigor as a result of new outflow interacting with vortex B starting at about 2340 s. During this 2-3 min period, the peak pressure deficit reaches 5.1 mb and maximum differential velocity reaches 45 m s -1 . The CAPE8 vortices are representative of marginal NSTs (high F0 -low F1 winds, Fujita 1981) . As in the BASE simulation analyzed in LW97b, the most dangerous period of the lifecycle of even these marginal tornadoes occurs when new outflow wraps around the circulations, increasing the peripheral convergence and prompting vortex intensification through a marked increase in low-level vortex stretching.
Another means of contrasting the evolution of the storm/vortex system in the CAPE trials is by constructing time-height cross sections of vertical vorticity and vertical velocity. These time-height cross-sections shown in Fig. 5 have been created by extracting maximum values of vertical vorticity and vertical velocity throughout the model integration for each horizontal level in or very near the parent misocyclone circulation (or its predecessors) for NST B. A single-pass filter that averages each data point with its nearest neighbors (on all sides) has been applied to smooth out noise from this data. Selected for comparison are low and high CAPE simulations CAPE5 and CAPE17, respectively. In both trials, vertical vorticity originating in the boundary layer is redistributed aloft by updrafts from the growing storms. This upward redistribution is consistent with observational (WW89, BS89, RW95) and numerical (LW97b) studies of NSTG. The most prominent contrasts between simulations lies in the rate at which this vertical redistribution takes place and in the heights to which large values of vertical vorticity are advected. The rapid ascent of vertical vorticity in the CAPE17 trial is associated with the timing of a strong updraft plume starting about 1000 s. Only 7.5 min was required for vertical vorticity of magnitude 0.1 s -1 to ascend in CAPE17 to the 5200 m level. In contrast, the same magnitude of vertical vorticity in CAPE5 never exceeds the 1500 m level. Although a similar dramatic ascension of the 0.1 s -1 vorticity contour is not apparent with the second updraft pulse starting at 1900 s in Fig. 5 , due largely to high vorticity values already being present through a deep column, vertical vorticity of 0.025 s -1 (not shown) does ascend over 2 km to the 8 km AGL level concurrent with this second updraft pulse.
The much stronger moist convection in CAPE17, manifest by significantly stronger updrafts, supports considerably more intense vortices at low levels than CAPE5 as evident in higher vertical vorticity in the lowest 1 km (Fig. 5) . Peak vertical vorticity values are above 0.3 s -1 for a much longer period and vorticity above 0.4 s -1 is present during the strongest portion of NST B's tornadic phase in CAPE17. Similarly, the stronger storm/vortex system of CAPE17 also supports a much stronger coupling of boundary layer updrafts, driven by the misocyclone/tornado circulation, and the storm updraft. This storm/boundary layer updraft coupling may be seen by following the 12 m s -1 updraft contour in Fig. 5 . In the case of CAPE17, the strongest part of the tornadic phase corresponds to the period between 1900 and 2200 s where the 12 m s -1 isopleth descends to near the 200 m level. The CAPE5 simulation has relatively shallow regions of enhanced low-level updraft between 1850 and 2200 s; however, the strong coupling signal found in the time-height vertical velocity cross-section of CAPE17 is not present.
The relationship between the presence of strong moist convection and strong surface vortices as seen in Fig. 5 can be further elucidated by looking at a time-height series of peak vortex stretching in or very near vortex B in CAPE5 and CAPE17 (Fig. 6 ). Observational studies have suggested either by inference (WW89, BS89) or by direct calculation (RW95) that the primary mechanism for vortex intensification in NSTG is through vortex stretching. LW97b showed that the stretching term dominated NST intensification. The vertical vorticity tendency equation can be written as
where the right hand side terms represent the advection of vertical vorticity (ζ), the tilting of horizontal vorticity (ω h ), and the stretching of vertical vorticity, respectively. By constructing time-height crosssections of the stretching term as shown in Fig. 6 , a direct evaluation of differences in this primary intensification mechanism operative in CAPE5 and CAPE17 can be made along with a quantification of the relationship between boundary layer updrafts and resident vertical vorticity. These time-height series were created in a similar manner to the vertical vorticity and vertical velocity time-height series. The single-pass filter described previously has been applied to smooth out noise from this data. Only the stretching term in the lowest 2 km of the model domain (which approximates the depth of the boundary layer in these trials) is shown in Fig. 6 . Two major differences are immediately evident in the stretching term time series. The first difference involves the depth through which significant vortex stretching is occurring. In CAPE5, peak vortex stretching at values of 30 x 10 -4 s -2 or greater is generally relegated to the lowest 500 m. In contrast, the CAPE17 trial shows two much deeper regions of vortex stretching with an initial region of deep stretching at values greater than 30 x 10 -4 s -2 occurring in the 400 s period leading up to 1620 s. This period corresponds to the intensification and deepening of first evolution misocyclones evolving in a similar manner to that documented in LW97b (see their Figs. 3 and 4) . The relative minima in stretching centered on 1650 s may be attributed to a temporary drop in vorticity through the first 2 kilometers (seen in Fig. 5 ) arising from the misocyclone consolidation process. The second region of deep vortex stretching in CAPE17 corresponds to the tornadic phase of vortex B that begins at about 1800 s. During this phase, a region of substantial stretching (> 30 x 10 -4 s -2 ) extends through the depth of the boundary layer. These deep regions of significant vortex stretching in CAPE17 result directly from the compound influence of increased sub-cloud layer convergence acting on strengthening circulations through a considerable depth.
The second major difference in the time-height plots of Fig. 6 pertains to the stretching term magnitude, especially noticeable in the lowest 100 m, where vortex stretching is maximized due to high convergence present in this layer. This increased convergence in the near-surface layer results from friction-induced radial inflow that is enhanced for the stronger circulations developing in the preferentially convergent subcloud environment of CAPE17. Whereas the CAPE5 simulation has intermittent periods where the stretching term surpasses 100 x 10 -4 s -2 near the surface, the CAPE17 simulation shows a continuous 17 min period where the maximum stretching term exceeds 100 x 10 -4 s -2 , and several intervals where the stretching term exceeds 200 x 10 -4 s -2 . During the stage of peak tornadic intensity, the maximum stretching magnitudes associated with vortex B in CAPE17 exceed 300 x 10 -4 s -2 . These time-height cross-sections of the stretching vorticity tendency clearly contrast the character of vortex intensification between a case where shallow modest strength misocyclones develop (CAPE5) and a case where deep tornadic strength circulations develop (CAPE17).
Results of the vortex sheet strength experiments a. Influence of vortex sheet strength on vortex and moist convective evolution
The strength of the vertical vortex sheet that develops at the outflow leading edge is directly related to the magnitude of the line-parallel southerlies that the outflow interacts with. Results of this parameter test reveal that vortex sheet strength plays a controlling role in the upscale progression of the misocyclones (in size and separation) at the outflow leading edge. The configuration of misocyclones arrayed along the outflow leading edge by 1860 s varies markedly through the range of vortex sheet strength simulations as seen in Fig. 7 . The average north/south wavelength of the pattern of misocyclones ranges from ~1 km in VSS5 to ~3 km in BASE and VSS20. This variation in wavelength is directly attributed to the accelerated rate at which vertical vorticity is initially concentrated along the vortex sheet when the sheet is stronger (Batchelor 1967) , and subsequently followed by merger of like-signed vorticity regions (Riley and Metcalf 1980; Corcos and Sherman 1984; McWilliams 1984; LW97b) . This result is consistent with previous dry three dimensional vortex sheet strength tests (see Fig. 19 of LW97a). Whereas much similarity exists between BASE and VSS20, the addition of an extra 5 m s -1 to the across-front southerly wind in VSS25 results in a markedly different misocyclone evolution. By 1860 s the larger scale along-line misocyclone wavelength is transitioning toward a wave number 2 structure (λ ~ 5.8 km); however, this larger scale misocyclone pattern is much less coherent than seen in BASE and VSS20, with much smaller-scale vorticity centers superposed within and between the major circulations. The less coherent structure of the VSS25 misocyclone pattern is likely due to insufficient convergence present to keep the outflow leading edge well defined in the presence of vigorous horizontal shearing instability. The VSS25 simulation indicates that stronger boundary-parallel velocity changes do not always lead to a more conducive environment for NSTG.
By directly influencing misocyclone evolution, the vortex sheet strength indirectly exerts some control over the three-dimensional character of the updraft distribution and moist convection along the outflow boundary. LW97b showed that the misocyclone circulations played a role in moist convective forcing along the outflow leading edge. As shown in Fig. 8 , the spectrum of vortex sheet strength experiments elicits a large variation in cloud base updraft structure. VSS5 produces deep convection of quasi two-dimensional structure with small updraft appendages corresponding to the weak outflow leading edge misocyclones. As vortex sheet strength increases in VSS10, BASE and VSS20, the cloud base updraft structure becomes considerably more three-dimensional with much larger hook-shaped updraft appendages of approximate 2 km diameter (BASE, VSS20) associated directly with the boundary larger misocyclone moist convective forcing. The cloud base updraft distribution for VSS25 is noticeably different than other runs and is reflective of the markedly different misocyclone configuration seen in Fig. 7 . Small, circular regions of negative vertical velocity seen in Fig. 8 for BASE, VSS20 and VSS25, that are centrally located with respect to the nearly encircling updraft hook structure, mark the positions of rotationally induced axial downdrafts which extend to near the surface. The reader is referred to LW97b for an examination of this feature. Axial downdrafts in tornadoes have been observationally documented using Doppler radar (Wakimoto and Martner 1992; Wurman et al. 1996) and have been found in two and three dimensional numerical simulations of tornado-like vortices such as in Walko (1988) and Lewellen et al. (1997) , respectively. An in-depth numerical study of deep moist convective forcing by misocyclone circulations is underway by the authors.
b. Time series analysis of vortex intensity
Consistent with the large variation observed in misocyclone evolution indicated in Fig. 7 , the misocyclone/tornado intensity time series of peak surface pressure deficit (with respect to the surrounding environment) and maximum surface across-vortex differential velocity differ substantially for the VSS simulations (Figs. 9 and 10) . The VSS25 time series data were not plotted due to the erratic nature of the misocyclone evolution and for graphical clarity. The misocyclones of VSS5 are representative of small, non-tornadic circulations with a peak surface pressure deficit of only about 1 mb at maximum intensity. VSS10 demonstrated misocyclones of intensity always greater than VSS5 but, significantly less than BASE. The peak intensity of NST B in VSS10 occurred concurrently with the merger of a smaller misocyclone (seen at y = 9000 m in Fig. 7 ) with the dominant misocyclone (seen at y = 7750 m in Fig. 7 ) and with new outflow from the overhead moist convection wrapping sharply around the periphery of the NST. This period of peak intensity can be seen on Figs. 9 and 10 as a sharp spike in the time series between 2240 and 2340 s, during which the maximum pressure deficit exceeds 5 mb and the maximum differential velocity exceeds 40 m s -1 . The NSTs of VSS10 may represent short-lived and weak (high F0 -low F1) tornadoes which are "spun-up" from strong stretching induced by new outflow interacting with an existing non-tornadic vorticity pool.
The relationship between peak intensity and vortex sheet strength is generally monotonic for VSS5, VSS10 and BASE; however, this relationship only holds through about the first 1800 s when comparing BASE and VSS20. NST B in BASE, a product of a weaker vortex sheet, surprisingly displayed a larger pressure deficit and a longer continuous period of maximum differential velocity exceeding 50 m s -1 than its counterpart NST in VSS20. The VSS20 time series also shows a higher degree of temporal variability than that shown for BASE. The reasons for this non-monotonic relationship in peak intensities may be directly tied to the rate at which vertical vorticity is concentrated at discrete locations along the outflow leading edge. VSS20 concentrated the vertical vorticity along the original sheet in an accelerated fashion through initial vortex sheet roll up and merger (LW97a, LW97b). In the case of NST B in VSS20, the merger of nearby misocyclones into one center took place 240 s prior to the same events in BASE. The resulting circulation was wider (Fig. 7) and weaker (Figs. 9 and 10) and possessed a larger-scale central downdraft. The early vigor of the parent misocyclones in VSS20 resulted in cool internal air from the original outflow wrapping well around the misocyclone periphery by 2000 s. By the time new outflow from the overhead and adjacent storms interacted with NST B of VSS20, the NST was already wrapped in somewhat more stable air, thus mitigating intensification from the new outflow interaction (LW97b).
The vortex sheet strength plays a role in the time scale required for vertical vorticity concentration along an outflow boundary leading edge. In some cases (e.g., VSS10), had misocyclone merger occurred earlier, the duration of vortex stretching due to interaction with new outflow would have been increased resulting in a potentially stronger vortex. Simply stated, large pools of vorticity could not be optimally created in the moist convective time scale of this environment. In cases with a stronger vortex sheet (i.e., VSS20), the inherent time scale for producing large vorticity pools was too short with respect to the moist convective time scale, resulting in a less than optimal condition for attaining maximum NST intensity (although intense vortices did develop).
Results of the boundary layer vertical shear strength experiments a. Influence of vertical shear strength on the vortex structure and evolution
The strength of the boundary layer ambient vertical shear had a dramatic impact on misocyclone structure and evolution. Shown in Fig. 11 are the observed leading edge misocyclone configurations at 1860 s for all the vertical shear strength runs except ZSHR200. The ZSHR200 run (twice the BASE boundary layer vertical shear) is not shown due to the absence of a coherent outflow leading edge. The strong vertical shear of ZSHR200 (of opposite sign to the cold pool induced circulation) prevented a well-defined outflow boundary from getting established, a condition that should be expected given the results of simulated gravity currents in strong ambient shear by Chen (1995) . The contrast in misocyclone differentiation and coherency between an ambient environment having no vertical shear and one with vertical shear (of opposite sign to the cold pool circulation such as ZSHR60) is striking. Although misocyclones do form and persist along the outflow leading edge in ZSHR0, they often are of weak intensity (as gauged by vertical vorticity magnitude) and are elongated or elliptical in shape. As vertical shear is increased to the designated optimum state (BASE), the areas of positive vertical vorticity become much rounder in shape. Additionally, as vertical shear is increased toward an optimum value, the misocyclone intensity increases consistent with the results from dry misocyclone simulations of LW97a. Interestingly, the magnitude of boundary layer vertical shear also influences the rate at which misocyclones merge. Evidence of delayed merger can be seen by comparing misocyclone configurations in ZSHR60 and BASE at 1860 s. Further, the vertical shear has a subtle influence on the misocyclone distribution along the outflow boundary. This may be seen in the tendency toward 5 circulation centers in ZSHR60 (after merger of the vortex pairs) in comparison to the prominent 4 misocyclone pattern of ZSHR80, BASE and ZSHR120. There appears to be some vertical shear threshold that has been approached in ZSHR80 that leads to a wave 4 misocyclone pattern that bears similarity to the pattern seen in BASE.
As the boundary layer vertical shear is increased 20 percent beyond optimal for ZSHR120, the low-level misocyclone configuration, structure and intensity are quite similar to that observed for BASE. As the shear value is increased 40 percent beyond optimal for ZSHR140, it appears that a vertical shear threshold is surpassed, which yields a markedly different misocyclone evolution. Although there is some similarity in position of the southernmost 2 weak misocyclones of ZSHR140 with the strong misocyclones/NSTs of BASE, there exists very little similarity in the misocyclones in the northern half of the domain. These differences are a product of a more ill-defined and turbulent outflow leading edge in ZSHR140 and a product of the deep moist convection being positioned east of the low-level misocyclones. As previously stated, as the boundary layer vertical shear was increased to 100 percent beyond optimal in ZSHR200, no coherent and persistent misocyclones developed.
The observational model of NSTG (BS89; WW89) suggested that, for tornadogenesis to ensue, rapidly developing deep convection must be oriented over the boundary layer misocyclone for vortex intensification through stretching to occur. The "refined" NSTG model of LW97b supported this concept by documenting the role that subcloud convergence beneath the deep moist convection plays in misocyclone organization and intensification and how this subcloud convergence acts in concert with low-level frictionally induced inflow to produce the intense NST vortex. To understand why the misocyclone pattern and intensity in ZSHR60 and ZSHR140 differed from BASE, it is instructive to look at the orientation of the deep convection with respect to the misocyclone (Fig. 12) . In the case of ZSHR60 at 1860 s, the ambient west-east component of vertical shear was not sufficient to balance the cold pool, resulting in the modest upshear tilted deep moist convection occurring 5-7 km west of the surface misocyclone position. The vortex shows a marked tilt over the top of the outflow boundary with the vortex tube oriented nearly horizontal before being tilted into the vertical by the deep convection. For a theoretical discussion concerning the influence of ambient vertical shear on the outflow leading edge and vertical velocity structure, the interested reader is referred to Rotunno et al. (1988) , Xu and Moncrieff (1994) , and Chen (1995) for "vorticity balance," "flow force balance," and "vorticity ventilation" arguments, respectively. The storm in ZSHR60, with respect to the misocyclone, is in a position whereby it cannot markedly influence the misocyclone through subcloud convergence (LW97b). In contrast, the deep convection in ZSHR140 is much more vigorous but tilts downshear with strong updraft located about 2 km east of the misocyclone position. Although the vortex is stronger than its ZSHR60 counterpart due to the closer proximity of the deep convective updraft, it is much weaker and shallower than that seen in BASE and tilts downshear above 3 km. Contrasted with both ZSHR60 and ZSHR140, the optimal environment of BASE produces a vertically erect configuration of storm and vortex. The BASE vortex extends to nearly 8 km and is in a position vertically aligned with the storm's updraft. This vertical alignment optimizes vortex intensification through storm-induced subcloud convergence and results in a coupled deep misocyclone/storm updraft (LW97b). Figure 12 shows that the environments which produce NSTs are clearly sensitive to the interaction between ambient vertical shear and the cold pool. A 40 percent deviation from optimal drastically reduces the likelihood of deep and intense tornadic circulations although deep moist convection may still be initiated.
b. Time series analysis of vortex intensity
Consistent with the large variation observed in misocyclone structure and orientation seen in Figs. 11 and 12, time series of peak surface pressure deficit (with respect to the surrounding environment) and maximum surface across-vortex differential velocity differ substantially for the ZSHR simulations (Figs. 13 and 14) . The ZSHR200 time series for these quantities were not plotted due to the absence of a coherent outflow boundary and misocyclone evolution in this run. The benefits to vortex intensification of having some positive vertical boundary layer shear in the environment can be seen by comparing the time series for ZSHR0 and ZSHR60 in Figs. 13a and 14a . The ZSHR0 misocyclone demonstrated peak pressure deficits of only about 1.5 mb and maximum differential velocities briefly exceeding 25 m s -1 . In contrast, a marked jump in misocyclone intensity is observed when the ambient shear is increased to 60 percent of that used in BASE for the ZSHR60 run. Peak pressure deficit and maximum differential velocity in ZSHR60 are 5.4 mb and 44 m s -1 , respectively. As ambient vertical shear is increased further in ZSHR80, another jump in intensity is realized with a peak pressure deficit that approximates the peak value seen in BASE; however, the duration of this period at or near maximum intensity is much shorter than that observed for BASE. As ambient vertical shear is increased further for the ZSHR120 simulation, the time series of maximum pressure deficit and differential velocity (Figs. 13b and 14b) show similar but generally weaker character. Comparing time series intensity for ZSHR140 with BASE and ZSHR120 reveals that a vertical shear threshold exists beyond the 120 % level of BASE vertical shear such that vortex intensity drops off markedly. In comparison to the strongest 2 min of BASE, the average peak pressure deficit for ZSHR140 was approximately 70 % less and the average maximum differential velocity for ZSHR140 was about 40 % less. Given the trend in the intensity curves for the ZSHR140 time series, this simulation was extended beyond the initial run's 2640 s integration time to ensure that an intensity maximum did not extend just beyond the time range plotted. This extended ZSHR140 simulation confirmed the demise of the vortex immediately after 2640 s.
This set of vertical shear experiments has highlighted the requirement for having an approximate balance between the cold pool and the ambient environment boundary layer vertical shear for the development of deep and intense NSTs. For this experiment as constructed here, it appears that within an approximate shear strength range of +/-20 % of the optimal boundary layer vertical shear (used in BASE), the NSTs exhibit common structural attributes and manifest some similar measures of intensity. Well outside of this range, the vortices that develop are, in general, markedly weaker due to the vertical structure of the ensemble system of storm, outflow leading edge and vortex being tilted too far up or down shear for the deep convection to have a large beneficial influence on subcloud-layer vortex intensity. This required balance between cold pool and ambient low-level shear for NSTG bears similarity to Rotunno et al's. (1988) conclusions and schematic model (see their Fig. 18) regarding optimal low-level conditions conducive to squall-line convection. In both cases, the production of erect updraft structure at the outflow boundary leading edge is fundamental.
Summary and discussion
Part III of this numerical investigation has assessed the sensitivity of NSTG to variations in environmental CAPE, vertical vortex sheet strength and ambient boundary layer vertical shear. In the first parameter test, a strong relationship was shown to exist between the magnitude of the environmental CAPE and the structure and intensity of misocyclones/NSTs that developed along the outflow leading edge. As CAPE was increased from 0 to 1700 J kg -1 , the vortices contracted in width (~50%), became generally rounder in shape, and were much more intense. The CAPE -vortex intensity relationship, revealed in time series plots of maximum pressure deficit and across-vortex differential wind velocity, showed several thresholds. Environments of little CAPE (0-500 J kg -1 ) showed minimal tornado threat with only wide nontornadic-strength vortices. Large threshold jumps in evolving vortex structure and related intensity were realized between environments with CAPEs of 800 J kg -1 and 1060 J kg -1 and additionally, between environments with CAPEs of 1060 J kg -1 and 1400 J kg -1 . The high CAPE runs produced potent NST families with maximum surface pressure deficits of about 10.5 mb and peak ground relative surface winds of approximately 47 m s -1 . The much stronger storm growth and associated convective updrafts of the high CAPE simulations induced stronger subcloud convergence and significant vortex stretching through a large portion of the boundary layer as compared to the low CAPE simulations. Coupling of the misocyclone and storm updrafts in the high CAPE runs resulted in the redistribution of boundary layer vertical vorticity via vertical advection that rapidly built tall vortices reaching above 7 km. In contrast, the misocyclones in the boundary layer environment of the low CAPE simulations, lacking this strong background convergence, remained comparatively shallow and weak. The CAPE experiment results are consistent with the suggestion of BS89 that environments of higher potential instability may be more conducive to nonsupercell tornado development, and further, these CAPE results support RW95's proposed association between higher CAPE and higher nonsupercell tornado intensity.
Vortex sheet strength played a controlling role in the upscale progression of misocyclones along the outflow leading edge. Higher sheet strength was related to an accelerated rate of vorticity concentration and generally larger misocyclone circulations along the outflow. A threshold value existed between VSS5 and VSS10 (i.e., 5 and 10 m s -1 of across-front velocity change of the lineparallel wind) which delineated conditions supporting tornado strength vortex development from those only supportive of non-tornadic misocyclones. Accelerated misocyclone development may be generally advantageous for tornadogenesis given the "window of opportunity" for storm interaction with the boundary layer misocyclones. The faster misocyclones grow from initially concentrating vertical vorticity from the vortex sheet, and subsequently, from merger events to produce a larger vorticity pool, the more likely these misocyclones may be parent circulations of NSTs. This generalization may not always yield the strongest vortices, as shown by the VSS20 simulation, which, although featuring a stronger initial vortex sheet, produced weaker NSTs than BASE. The results of the vortex sheet strength parameter tests confirms the hypothesized requirement of establishing a zone of significant ambient vertical vorticity noted in the observational model of NSTG (BS89, WW89) and supports Szoke and Rotunno's (1993) recognition of the importance of maximizing the horizontal shear (vertical vorticity) along the outflow collision boundary associated with the 15 June 1988 Denver NST outbreak. The vortex sheet strength was additionally shown to markedly influence the threedimensionality of the updraft/storm structure in a consistent manner to that identified in LW97b.
Boundary layer vertical shear played a critical role in misocyclone/NST evolution. Analysis of vertical shear simulations indicated that an ambient vertical shear within an approximate range of 80 to 120 percent of the optimal boundary layer vertical shear (of opposite sign to the cold pool induced circulation) produced well-defined families of tornadic strength vortices. Well outside of this range, the proper vertical alignment of the low-level vortex and storm updraft did not exist, which generally resulted in families of non-tornadic strength circulations. Given this sensitivity, information about the ambient boundary layer vertical shear appears essential for the accurate nowcasting of NSTs. The flow configuration where balance exists between the boundary circulation and the ambient environmental shear has been similarly referenced by Lee et al. (1991) and Wilson et al. (1992) to explain convection initiation along convergence boundaries.
Although we have examined NSTG associated with a weak Colorado outflow, the results generated from this work are applicable to NSTG associated with weak outflows outside of the High Plains. The reported NSTG sensitivities should also have general applicability to other boundary types since the foundational considerations for assessing NST potential will be similar.
A number of operational NST forecasting guidelines, based on these sensitivity studies along with those in LW97a and LW97b, are suggested to supplement those advocated by the observational studies of BS89 and WW89. These observational studies have recommended the importance of identifying lower-tropospheric convergence lines with marked horizontal shear and sufficient environmental CAPE to support deep convection. BS89 and WW89 along with Wilson (1986) cite the recognition of inflections/kinks along radar reflectivity fine lines (Wilson and Schreiber 1986) or Doppler velocity shear signatures along boundaries for identification of potential misocyclones that may become parent NSTs circulations. Further, vortex intensification has been observationally (BS89, WW89, RW95) and numerically (LW97b) linked to the superposition of rapidly developing moist convection over the lowlevel misocyclone positions. A nowcaster concerned with possible NSTs should also be cognizant of the following additional considerations, based on the ensemble results from this three-part NST numerical investigation: 1) Environments having small CAPE (≤500 J kg -1 ) possess little NST risk while environments with at least moderate or greater CAPE (≥1100 J kg -1 ) may support intense NSTs provided other necessary conditions are met. One caveat that should be considered includes the variability of CAPE in the summer mixed boundary layer. Weckworth et al. (1996) found that CAPE could spatially vary by over 1000 J/kg dependent upon the location of horizontal convective rolls in the Florida boundary layer. 2) A threshold likely exists between 5-10 m s -1 of velocity change across the convergence boundary of the line parallel wind, below which, the NST potential is minimal, and above which, the boundary is viable as an NST initiation site assuming other necessary conditions are met; 3) Misocyclone mergers enhance the possibility of NST occurrence, so special attention should be placed on locations where radar inferred misocyclones have merged or are in very close proximity (i.e., consolidation is likely). Note that as a weaker misocyclone approaches a stronger misocyclone, the weaker misocyclone may lose its identity as its vorticity is extruded by the stronger circulation; 4) NSTG is associated with a well-organized row of vertical vortices. The occurrence of one NST should be a signal to the nowcaster that other NSTs are possible along whatever boundary the first NST developed, provided additional deep convection initiates there as well.
Based on this multi-part numerical study and the NST observational research to date, we offer these concluding remarks concerning NST occurrence. Most convergence boundaries on days with ample CAPE and marked leading edge horizontal shear (implied vertical vortex sheet), do not produce NST events. Why this is the case is very likely based on the requirement of balance between the boundary induced circulation and the ambient low-level shear. This balance is far more likely to be achieved along convergence boundaries exhibiting only weak thermodynamic contrast given the infrequent availability of low-level ambient shear strong enough to balance the buoyancy induced circulation of strong boundaries. This is not to imply that strong boundaries cannot host NST events, but rather, to suggest this important matching condition between boundary-related shear and ambient shear is seldom met. Perhaps this is the reason the Denver Convergence Vorticity Zone (Szoke et al. 1984; Wilczak and Glendening 1988) is such a prolific producer of NSTs, especially when interactions with weak outflow boundaries also occur. This matching condition may also be met when two outflow boundaries collide that are of similar strength (Lee 1994 ). This latter scenario may have been especially important in the 15 June 1988 Denver NST outbreak (Roberts and Wilson 1995) .
Provided the proper conditions exist as outlined above and in LW97b, WW89, BS89 and RW95, NSTs should be expected to develop in the rapid growth stage of the moist convection. In contrast, once the storms develop significant outflow, the threat of new NSTs should rapidly diminish as the cold pool strengthens in an environment with insufficient low-level ambient shear to achieve a leading edge balance. The new outflow boundary may well host shallow gustnado vortices (Doswell 1985) , but will likely not support deeper NSTs unless a subsequent interaction with another boundary takes place. Initial configuration of the model domain that contains a cold reservoir (dark gray transition shading), a region with south-southeasterly winds (light gray shading with surface wind vector), and the general vertical profile of the west/east winds present over the entire domain (see text for specific details). 
